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No insurance? No classes

New State Board policy set for approval this week

By Brandy Hausman
News Editor

A recent board of education vote means any student who does not have health insurance will be dropped witholding their college
policy. The policy has been a hot topic for universities around the country, and Boise State is no exception.

The policy says insurance premiums will be based on what the student makes. The premiums can range from 
$6-

The students on (the) boards sometimes forget that a lot of us make less than $8 an hour and are paying for our own school.

Candidates debate platforms

Dinnertime discussion highlights plans for office

By Brandy Hausman
News Editor

The ABTSU Student Senate held its bi-monthly meeting Tuesday evening, discussing student fees and the upcoming ASBSU election.

The minutes from the meeting are available upon request from the ASBSU office.

The next meeting of the Senate will be Tuesday, May 14th, at 5:30 PM in the SUB.

Some students who have not had health insurance in the past have concerns about the new policy.

"I'm not sure how we're going to pay for this," said one student. "I don't have money to spend on insurance."
Arbiter wins five awards in Denver

The Arbiter staff cleans up at CNBAM conference

By Arbiter staff

Slightly more than a year ago, Arbiter advertising director Brad Arendt said, “No one knows how that feels except our generation.”

Students, however, expressed anger at the department’s “completely dis-"
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Don't support the "pub in the sub" ticket

Fashion do's and don'ts

Fashion is only woman, when it's practiced with understanding. Halston had, quite possibly, the most influence on fashion during the 1970s. Although he is no longer designing clothes, Halston's influence is still being felt today, as his designs continue to inspire fashion designers around the world.

One of Halston's most famous creations was the "halter" dress, which he introduced in the late 1970s. The dress featured a fitted bodice that was designed to fit snugly around the body, with a straight skirt that ended just above the knee. The dress was made from a stretchy fabric, such as cotton or polyester, and was often worn with a pair of high-heeled shoes.

Halston's designs were known for their simplicity and elegance, and they were popular among both women and men. His clothes were made from high-quality materials, and he paid close attention to every detail, from the way the fabric was cut to the way the clothing was tailored.

One of the most important aspects of Halston's design philosophy was his emphasis on quality and craftsmanship. He believed that good fashion should be timeless and durable, and he worked hard to ensure that his clothes were both stylish and practical.

Halston's influence on fashion continues to be felt today, as his designs are still being studied and analyzed by fashion designers and historians. His work has helped to shape the way that we think about fashion, and it continues to inspire new generations of designers to create beautiful and innovative clothing.
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5th Annual Students In HEAT Beach Party

Thursday, April 11th – Doors open at 8:00 PM
Location: The Big Easy

- $5.00 admission at the door
- 18 years and up
- Dancing between games
- Great door prizes
- Summer Beach Theme
- Modeled after MTV's "Singled Out"
- Promotional events and specials
- Wear your favorite beach attire!!!
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Have your Pre-funk party with us!

Ladies all your drinks are free from 8-9 pm

Men, you can have $.50 cent, 16 oz pounder beers from 9-10 pm

By one well drink or draft beer and your second one is free all night long

Alive after five might be over, but our Wednesday night BFD parties are not

- $1.00 domestic 16 oz. drafts
- $2.00 16 oz. Micros (yep that includes Fat Tire)

Ladies Night!

Ladies all your drinks are only $1.00 all night long.

Guys you will have to accept the fact that you will pay full price on that night!!

Main Street

Bistro

Old Boise

Upcoming Events

Free Beer! With $10.00 Cover

LACROSSE SHINDIG

Thursday, March 14th

7pm - 2am

Live Band “Relapse” at 9:30
Benefiting Men's Lacrosse Club

Do you have a private party to plan? The Bistro has up to four different rooms to rent and will help you make your party a great success. We can handle anything from 5 people to 500. For more information call 345-9515 ask for Ted.

345-9515
609 W. Main
Get a heavy earful of the Boise, local music scene tonight when Face Off 4 showcases 10 of Boise's best bands. This semester Face Off 4 will be featuring bands offering listeners a diverse range of music, including elements of hip-hop, rock, punk, and metal. Organech, Relapse, Sub.Vert, Beat 16, Jakked Rabbit and Danger Baby are all returning performers to Face Off, while Midline, Einstein's, Point Blank, Central Boise Library, and Face Off 4 are new additions to "Face Off" this semester. Face Off first began two years ago when concert coordinator Matt VanderBoegh, then a student senator, began work to bring more concerts to the Boise State campus. With the help of Autumn Haynes and Rob Meyer of the student programs board and Jeremy Webster of the local band Organech, VanderBoegh organized the first Face Off concert for Dec. 7, 2000. "I think this is pretty representative of what Boise has to offer in terms of music. So, if someone's new to the Boise music scene and hasn't really heard of anybody before, they'll get a good sense of it at the concert," VanderBoegh said. VanderBoegh names Midline as one of the most established and oldest bands in Boise. They've been playing for a long time. They opened for Motley Crue a couple years ago and they play all over the Northwest. Face Off features some of Boise's most unique bands, including the highly inventive band Organech. "They are definitely original. You won't hear anything like them in Boise. It kind of a mixture of funk and rap and rock. It's really cool," VanderBoegh said. The Boise State Boisean "A Tradition of Excellence" is the winner of Battle of the Bands from Boise's last year. VanderBoegh is the bassist for Danger Baby, which he describes as a mixture of elements from '90s rock like Guns n Roses and AC/DC, with more metal sound. "This is just a great atmosphere for people to play and watch," VanderBoegh said. "You really don't get a chance to see a lot of local talent in Boise, so this is a great opportunity for people to come see ten of the best bands in Boise and not have to pay a dime for it."

This year is VanderBoegh's last as the concert coordinator, but he assures us that Face Off will continue to bring listeners great local talent every semester. Come help make VanderBoegh's last Face Off a success by helping to break the record attendance number of 1,200.
BSU hockey ready to take the ice

By Warrant Shane

The Boise State men's hockey team will be0 looking for a new home on the ice under the direction of new head coach Matt Beattie. The team has already begun the process of finding a new venue to play in, but it is unclear at this point where the games will be played.

Beattie was hired in the fall of 2020 and has since been working to build a roster and program that can compete at the highest level. The team is currently practicing in the University of Idaho's Cutler Arena, but Beattie has expressed interest in finding a permanent home for the team to call its own.

"It's important for us to have a stable and consistent environment for our players," Beattie said. "We want to give them the best possible chance to succeed, and that starts with having a reliable and comfortable place to play.

Beattie has been busy recruiting players and developing a coaching staff, and he is optimistic about the team's future. "We have a great group of players coming in this year," he said. "I'm excited to see what we can do as a team and to see how we can develop our program over the next few seasons.

In the meantime, the team will continue to practice and prepare for the upcoming season, which is set to begin in October. Beattie and his staff will be working hard to get the team ready for the challenges that lie ahead.

For more information on the Boise State men's hockey team, visit their website at bsuhockey.com.

Mr. Glennon

"It's about the culture we've developed, the bond we've created, and the way we've played. We've had a lot of fun and we've accomplished a lot, but it's time for a new chapter."
These individuals took the challenge and made it through:

- 2.5 mile swim
- 112 mile bike
- 26.2 mile run

in 3 weeks time

Congratulations to all participants & finishers of the Ironman Challenge! Great job to all who took the challenge. We hope to see you again next fall.

* if you haven't yet picked up your t-shirt please do so in Rec 6-1

For Information on the Ironman Challenge & other fitness programs, contact Lisa at 426-1592.

Sponsored by Campus Recreation

Welcome to The Arbor

April 8, 2008

You Are An Ironman!

Spend $5 and get a free t-shirt!
Norton Antivirus 2002 $49.95 800-345-8204

Zero Fee Increase Heavy Duty large Version 5.0 for Macs live in a Sense Of Belonging washer and GE dryer. 345-8204 5 min walk to BSU.

Call Porter's 14ft trampoline $150 Get hands on experience industry and get ANYMORE!! Here is Activities in the SUB or event. Does not involve credit card 80 Watt Speakers, Set live practically rent twin infants. Salary filling quickly, so call $109,900. Tim 343-5412

Visit www.campus-MAI.MS.COM

Benefits

Some bridge players

Ratios $800 OBO

19 Lounge lizard, Insurance

50 Offering

by Linda C. Black: Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is a 6 - Slice and dice away. In the kitchen or the office, you'll be happy you don't hang around knives. For a change, you can clearly see what should be done, and you have the skills to do it. You can accomplish a lot, but don't dwell on mistakes. You'll do a good job, but it's not the end of the world.

To put the information, check the daily's rating: 10 There's way too much work and not enough fun. You can clearly see what needs to be done, and you have the skills to do it. You have a lot of responsibility, but you can handle it. You'll do a good job, but it's not the end of the world.

By Linda C. Black: Today's Horoscope

Today's Birthday (April 15). Your inner and outer worlds are aligned for the year. You can clearly see what should be done, and you have the skills to do it. You can accomplish a lot, but don't dwell on mistakes. You'll do a good job, but it's not the end of the world.
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The Arbiter is seeking interns for fall semester 2002. We are offering several three-credit experience opportunities, but we have taken the reporting and writing course as a prerequisite. Internships are available.
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